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BrnKHOFF's linear theory of gravitation, 1- 4 un
like the general theory of relativity, is based on 
the general premises of modern field theory. This 
theory, like the general theory of relativity, pre
dicts a number of observable effects ( the deflection 
of light rays in a gravitational field, the red shift, 
and the advance of the perihelion) in good agree
ment with experiment.* We select as initial equa
tions 

ahv.[vl.] I ax,= - r:t..T !J.V• (r:t.. = G I c4); (1) 

ah, [vp] I axv. + ahA[P!J.] I axv + ah,[v.v] I axp = 0, (2) 

where Tp,v is the symmetrized momentum-energy 
tensor of gravitating matter. 

Equation (2) can be rei>laced by the equivalent 
definitions of hp,[vp] in terms of the potentials 
hp,v: 

(3) 

Equations (1) and (3) lead to the potential equation 

(4) 

if we take into account the additional Lorentz-type 
condition that follows from conservation of Tp,v: 

(5) 

This theory is a good approximation under or
dinary conditions because of the smallness of a, 
but it is still only an approximation because the 
field hp,v itself possesses energy and momentum 
that produce a gravitational effect. This inherent 
nonlinearity of the gravitational field can be taken 
into account only by perturbation theory, since the 
exact nonlinear equations are unknown. We shall 
not attempt here to treat Birkhoff' s theory as a 
limiting form of the general theory of relativity 
for slightly curved space (which is shown to be 
justified by subsequent calculation). We shall 

show that in the special case of static fields of 
masses the infinite expansions of perturbation 
theory can be put into closed form. This proced
ure results in exact nonlinear equations of the gen
eralized Birkhoff theory. 

In the absence of an external T p,v• Eq. (4) is 
obtained from the linear Lagrangian 

:eL = - 1ll:.Aa (ahp~ I ax~.) (ahp~ I ax,). (6) 

The Lagrangian of the nonlinear field, with the 
self-force taken into account, must be 

(7) 

where T~~L) is the unknown momentum-energy 
tensor of the nonlinear gravitational field. This 
can be defined in terms of the Lagrangian .ZNL• 
which is also unknown, in the usual form 

r;::L) = (ahp~ I ax.,)(a.ZNL I a (ahp~ I axv))- a.,,:eNL• (8) 

thus giving an equation for ZNL: 

:£NL = :£L 

This equation can be solved by representing ZNL 
as a power series in a/2: 

:£NL = :£L -t- (r:t..l2) :£1 + (r:t..l2)2:£2 + • • ·, 
from which we obtain for Zk: 

Thus 

:£1< = - 114a~~) (ahp~ I axA) (ahp~ I ax,), 

(k) h (h.-1) + (k-1)h h (k-1) av.v = .,~.a~.. a.,, AV- nav.v . 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where ap,v is a series like (10), with the coeffi

cients a~IV ( a~0J = o p,v ) . 
For fields produced by masses 

hv.v = h8v.v• h.,[vp] = ca.,pavA- a!J..ap,) ah I ax, (14) 

and all the series can be summed. For a static 
gravitational field that takes account of the non
linear self-force we obtain 

V2h (x) + (r:t..l2) (Vh (x))2 I (I- ah (x)) = 0. (15) 

The solution will always be a function of the linear 
solution h L ( x) = MG/ c2lxl in the form 

h (x) = (c4 I G) (I- (MG2 I 2c6 1 x j- I)2). (16) 

For lxl - oo, h- hL with x0 = MG2/2c6 the 
potential is at its maximum and equal to c4/G; 
h = 0 when x0 = MG2/4c6 and h- - oo when 
lxl - 0. The phase plane of Eq. (15) contains no 
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solutions of another kind. It is easily seen that the 
solution (16) cannot be reduced to Schwarzschild's 
solution, which follows from the general theory of 
relativity. 

*There is an evident illusoriness in the currently widely 
discussed "test" of the general theory of relativity through 
measurement of the perihelion shifts of artificial satellites. 5 

Such a test can provide no basis for a choice between the gen
eral theory of relativity and Birkhoff' s theory. 
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1. In a positive column where negative ions are 
produced spatially and disappear at the wall, their 
relative concentration, which was obtained in ref
erence 1, satisfies the condition K > De/2Dp- 1,* 
where De and Dp are the diffusion coefficients 
of electrons and positive ions. This condition is 
required for the flow of negative ions to the wall, 
where they recombine. The wall is a surface sink 
for the negative ions produced within the volume. 

2. When decay of the negative ions through col
lisions with neutral atoms2 is included, the situation 
becomes somewhat more complicated, but we still 
have a linear problem which can be completely 
solved. For ambipolar diffusion, subject to the 
assumptions De» Dp, Dp ~ Dn, be» bp ahd 
bp ~ bn, we obtain an equationt for the concentra
tion of negative ions in the column: 

where y is the rate of decay of negative ions per 
ion and the rest of the notation is that used in ref
erence 1. This is a cubic equation in K which can 
be solved as follows: 

(a) K > De /2Dp - 1. With this concentration 
more negative ions are created per unit volume 
than decay, so that the column is a spatial source 
of negative ions. The negative ions produced in 
the column diffuse to the wall, which serves as a 
surface sink. 

(b) K = De /2Dp - 1. In this case the negative 
ions created by electrons adhering to neutral atoms 
equals those vanishing through decay. There is no 
effective resulting creation or disappearance of 
negative ions in the column. Their radial flow is 
zero and the total number of negative ions in the 
column is determined only by processes in the 
space. 

(c) K < De/2Dp- 1. Here the number of nega
tive ions disappearing from the column exceeds 
the number produced, so that the column is a spa
tial sink for negative ions. Their radial flow is 
directed toward the axis and a stationary state is 
possible only in the presence of a surface source 
at the wall.* 

Thus in a positive column, where the disappear
ance of negative ions obeys a linear law, small val
ues of K are possible when there is near the sur
face of the wall** a layer that produces a flow of 
negative ions into the column, where they disappear 
through decay as a result of collisions with neutral 
particles. Our conclusion that a surface source 
exists agrees with Glinterschulze's hypothesis4 of 
a layer of negative ions at the wall. 

3. When we take into account the spatial re
combination of positive and negative ions, we can 
in general distinguish two regions of the column, 
an inner region where recombination predominates 
over creation, and an outer region where creation 
is stronger than recombination. We are here con
cerned with effective spatial sources and sinks. tt 
Since the equations of balance are nonlinear the 
problem can be solved more or less simply only 
for regions close to the axis of the discharge.1 

*In reference 3 it was assumed that x « 1 in the absence of 
spatial disappearance of negative ions. This is unacceptable 
to us, since x is a solution of the system and is fully deter
mined by the kinetics of the column. The analysis carried out 
in reference 1 and in the present note shows that x can be 
small only when a spatial loss occurs. 

tThe solution is obtained as in reference 1. 
tThe strength of the surface source per unit length of the 

R 
column is given by the integral 2rr f ({3 -yx)Nerdr, where Ne 

0 

is the electron density. 




